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Free Amanita Newsletter 11/8/2018:
Bradley Siderograph 2019
Prophecies #8: Reign of the 666 beast from
late 2019 on 7 levels
I am the way and the truth and the life.
No one comes to the Father except through me. (John 14:6)

1. Bradley Siderograph 2019
In this article I discuss the standard model for the Bradley siderograph for 2018 & 2019.

2. Prophecies #8: Reign of the 666 beast from late 2019 on 7 levels
As boldly claimed for years, the 42 months of the reign of the 666 beast will begin in 2019.
Meanwhile, I am sure that the beginning on 12/20/2019 (somewhat later than assumed until 2017).
In this article I want to explain some key reasons for the timing & explain the 7 levels of the coming
reign of the 666 beast. In this context I recommend the song antichrist by Les Brigandes.

I thank you so much for your continued interest & bless you from the bottom of my heart!
Yours,
Manfred Zimmel
Amanita Market Forecasting http://www.amanita.at
1190 Vienna, Austria - European Union
Content free Amanita newsletter: The free Amanita newsletter is sent out every 2-6 months, it complements the Amanita
premium subscription, which is published 1-5 times per month (target: 30-50 premium updates per year). The free market
commentary is only considered to be a commentary on the financial markets. Financial forecasts in the narrow sense of
the word are only offered in the premium market letter. Note that the Amanita system is optimized for smart instruments
(futures, FOREX, crypto-currencies – perhaps also CFDs). The Amanita system is based on a high degree of
diversification in 5 markets (currencies, agriculture, precious metals, energy & bonds – all stock index signals were
discontinued in 2017) & only makes sense as a whole, because all positions are well-orchestrated & therefore isolated
positions *never* makes sense. For these 2 reasons (professional instruments & diversification) a replication only works
for larger portfolios with at least EUR 300,000/ USD 350,000, as well as for institutions (among the premium subscribers
there are fund managers managing billions of euros or dollars). Because the Amanita premium market letter is very
different from every other market service on the planet, you should be prepared for at least 3-6 months to get acquainted
with the Amanita system. That’s why the shortest subscription period is 6 months & trial subscriptions are no longer
offered. Personal services had to be discontinued in 2008 because waiting times rose to one year.
Premium subscription order page: http://www.amanita.at/en/market-letter/price-list-order-form-premium-subscription
FAQ: http://www.amanita.at/en/faq-eng For further technical or administrative questions please contact my assistant
Peter Ressmann support@amanita.at.
Disclaimer: All information and forecasts provided here have been researched to the best of my knowledge but are by no
means a solicitation to buy or sell stocks or other securities. I do not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy, or completeness
of any information and I am not responsible for any errors or omissions. Past performance does not guarantee future
performance. All transactions in the financial markets are risky. Any liability for losses or damage is excluded.
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Free Market Comment: Bradley Siderograph 2019
In this article I discuss the standard model for the Bradley siderograph for 2018 & 2019.

Review: Bradley Siderograph 2018
In 2018 we only had 2 major timelines (red) in the standard model:
1. 1/29/18: In late January 2018 global liquidity had a major high (end of Elliott wave 1 of the
hyper-inflation after 2 years), with many bull market highs (or intermediate-term high)
especially in equities, many commodities & currencies against USD.
2. 5/29/18: In late May/ early June almost all market regimes experienced intermediate-term
turns.
In the other Bradley models (only in the premium area) mid-October 2018 also showed up, too,
which was a major low of global liquidity: end of wave 2 of hyperinflation. Here we had bear
market lows in the two biggest markets bonds & stocks (at least in China); as well as many
bottoms in other markets, such as oil & others.

Outlook: Bradley Siderograph 2019
In the 2019 standard model mainly mid-January & mid-May show up as big turns (red in chart), as
well as 4 normal (bold) & 2 weak reversals. In the premium area other models are included, too.
Still, the Bradley is only one of 2 dozens of factors in the CSQN model which calculates turns, and
not weighed high.
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Prophecies #8:
Reign of the 666 beast from late 2019 on 7 levels
As boldly claimed for years, the 42 months of the reign of the 666 beast will begin in 2019.
Meanwhile, I am sure that the beginning is in on 12/20/2019 (somewhat later than assumed until
2017). In this article I want to explain some key reasons for the timing & explain the 7 levels of the
coming reign of the 666 beast. In this context I recommend the song antichrist by Les Brigandes
(Link).

12/20/2019: onset of the 42 months of the reign of the 666 antichrist
I have come to bring fire on the earth, and how I wish it were already kindled! But I have a baptism
to undergo, and what constraint I am under until it is completed! Do you think I came to bring
peace on earth? No, I tell you, but division. (Luke 12: 49-51)
In the early 2000s crowd madness was totally convinced of the timeline December 21-23, 2012. I
warned years in advance that nothing of these crazy new age ideas would come true & on a 3D
level the year 2012 would be just the opposite of what was assumed. Indeed, 2012 was the
calmest year in comparison with the years before & after. Especially, the preceding year 2011 was
nasty, with the highest number of wars (mostly in the Middle East) since WW2. This was not a
surprise at all, because I had quoted the Amanita war model years in advance, which suggested
2011 would be a major martial peak. In 2014 the equity bull market ended after 5 years (inflationadjusted) & economic upheaval began. In 2016 political upheaval began too, after the victory of the
Last Trump. Admittedly, 2012 was one of the simplest & safest calls in my 18 years as a
professional forecaster, because something must be wrong when the crowd is convinced by
something.
However, by no means did this imply that in late December 2012 nothing special happened. In
reality so much more happened than the crowd expected, albeit in a totally different, unexpected
way. On 12/23/12 at 0:23 Boston time the Merlin linage removed the core veil of mother earth,
which guarantees incredible earth changes for the next millions (!) years, most of it in the 21st
century though. The Merlin lineage was founded by Mehindra (3623-3552 B.C.), with the ultimate
goal of the reign of Christ. At present the 13th & last Merlin is incarnated in a human body, that will
complete the task begun 5600 years ago. Around 12/23/12 mother earth started the biggest
purification in the billions of years of her existence. Over billions of years Gaia has been going
deeper & deeper into densification (Yin), since 12/23/12 the trend is heading in the other direction
towards freedom (Yang), in the coming billions of years.
One of the most substantial signs of the ongoing purification of mother earth is the number of
earthquakes (mainly micro & small quakes) going through the roof in the 2-3 months (!) after
12/23/12 by whopping 450%: from a very normal 1526 in December 2012 to 6078 in February
2013 & even 8466 in March 2013 (Link). The increase is continuing to date, Gaia frees herself from
the most dangerous virus - humans.
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Lisa Renee (Link) shares very interesting stuff on the incredible scope of the earth changes not
understood at all by 99.999% of humanity: the biology on this prison planet will change from
carbon to silicon (greetings from Silicon Valley)… In the past billions of years life was primarily
based on carbon = atomic number 6 = Venus 666. In contrast, silicon has an atomic number of 14
& thus represents divine perfection in the world of duality (7+7). 14 is one of the few Catalan
numbers: 5, 14, 42, 132, 429, 1430, 4862… Now in the end times the Catalan numbers dominate,
while the market sheeple still bet on the Fibonacci numbers.
Renee attributes these things to plasma changes in the earth core, aligning with the comet plasma
discharge model of the US astrophysicist Prof. James McCanney jmccsci.com. For 15+ years he
has stressed the importance of the electric universe & these electric effects will be *by far* (!) most
important during the coming Nibiru return (mainly the discharge of the solar capacitor). Moreover,
Nibiru will create a lot of hypersonic (mechanical waves with a frequency of gigahertz or terahertz)
during his closest passage, when we are in the borderline area of the cometary tail. Hypersonic
can’t be transmitted through vacuum, but can in the plasma of comets. Rainer Gebbensleben
hyperschall.at has explained the hypersonic created by iron-nickel-meteoroids, which will become
very important in the 2020s to the 2040s (Link).
Almost all wannabe prophecy ‘experts’ have a world view stuck in the Stone Age, so they are
totally fixated on a possible impact, which will be a comparably minor problem. McCanney already
went to the Southern hemisphere in the early 2000s & I am sure has spotted Nibiru, but of course
didn’t give any information out. Otherwise he would have been killed like Robert Harrington (head
of the US Naval Observatory), Eugene Shoemaker (leading US comet hunter, e.g. he discovered
the comet Shoemaker-Levy which later collided with Jupiter) & Chuck Schramek (private comet
hunter, boss of information architecture of Johnson & Johnson).
There is a lot aligning for the week December 20-28, 2019, with the best synopsis found in the
book (Link) & blog (Link) of David Montaigne (although many of his conclusions are wrong). The
Dresden Codex from the 13th century is the oldest of the three available, definitely authentic Mayan
books. It shows a stellium (cluster of many planets) near the Galactic Center, a very rare
constellation fulfilled around Christmas 2019. In late 2019 during the Capricorn stellium 10 of the
12 celestial bodies & axes (including Chiron, lunar nodes & Pluto - without Uranus & Neptune)
within +/-35° of the Galactic Center at 27° Sagittarius. Statistically this is a once-in-a-century event,
precisely 7 years after the major 12/23/12 earth shift. 7 is by far the most important number in the
Holy Bible, especially the 7 Biblical years (plus the half cycle 3.5 years=42 months). One could
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label this super stellium also a linear constellation: in the 2001 movie Lara Croft: Tomb Raider (with
Angelina Jolie, CFR member) the 12/26/2019 solar eclipse was already announced as the key
timeline of the illuminati.
Christmas 2019 is the first realistic (but still unlikely) opportunity for the ‘big one’ on the US West
Coast: earthquake with a magnitude 9+ in KALIfornia. Nevertheless, Christmas 2019 is just one of
many milestones within the ongoing earth changes, which won’t calm down before 2049, one
jubilee (50 years) after the year 1999 explicitly mentioned by Nostradamus. Earth changes began
as soon as 300-400 years ago (17th/ 18th century), when the number of volcano eruptions exploded
by +300%. Still, earth changes will continue for another 800-1000 years on a pretty intense level,
eventually millions of years.
A crash unfolds about 100 times faster than the preceding advance, which is the case here: the
trend of past billions of years will be corrected in the coming dozens of millions of years. Since the
20th century we have been experiencing the biggest wave of extinction since the dinosaur
extinction 60-65 million years ago, but even this long cycle of mass extinction is way too short-term
to understand what is really going on. The prophecy sheeple make the terrible error of being
focused on specific events, but don’t grasp the incredible trend duration, where even the 3 dark
days are not more than one piece of the jigsaw. We approach truly *singular* events in the history
of mother Gaia, that are without a historical model in the billions of years of her existence. The
angels told pastor Sundar Selvaraj that divine grace will be poured out to an extent that even
*they* have never witnessed before – and they have existed for billions of years.
In addition, December 2019 is 42 months after the birth & crowning of the antichrist during the
opening ceremony of the Swiss Gotthard tunnel on 6/1/16. Why the double 16? 16 is the atomic
number of sulphur, which rules caves/ tunnels & hells, including the Gotthard tunnel for instance.
What a ‘coincidence’ that sulphur will play a key role at the turn of 2019/20, because the sulphur
limit is lowered from 3.5% to 0.5% for ships, which could multiply the oil price according to a wellknown oil analyst (Link).
In 1825 Adam Clarke wrote (140+ years in advance) that in 1967 Jerusalem should be back in the
hand of Zion, because of the Daniel prophecy: 2300 years after the Battle of Issus in the year 333
B.C. (Link). To be precise, because of a wrong calculation he wrote of 1966, he had included the
non-existing year 0. Presumably these 2300 years are a quadruple code: in the wars of the
Diadochi until 281 B.C. the empire of Alexander the Great was split into 4 parts: 2300 years later is
2019. Third, Emperor Henry the Lucky will show up in 2025, 2300 days (6.3 years) after the end of
these 2300 years (and the two witnesses will end their service). The Emperor will take of the
reinstallation of divine order on the planet. Fourth, 2300 is a higher vibration of the 23, the number
of the illuminati.
On 3/24/15 a Germanwings airplane was hijacked with a school class of 16-year old German girls
onboard. Mary was 16 year old when she conceived Jesus Christ: the adversary can’t create
something entirely new, she can only pervert the divine pattern. So these 16-year old girls
originating from the coming alpha people are abused in order to procreate young devils. The
abduction was conducted 61 (+/-1) weeks before 6/1/16 (61 is a numerological anagram of the 16),
to have enough time for numerous impregnation attempts in the coming 20 weeks, to make sure
that the hellions will be born *before* the Gotthard ritual on 6/1/16 (the babies were sacrificed). The
date 3/24/15 precisely 9 months before Christmas 12/24/15 was chosen because of the regular 9
months pregnancy -> regular births around Christmas at the earliest.
Moreover, Revelation 6:6 describes the third, black horseman of the apocalypse 2018/19, the
number of chapter & verse is the 666 short code. Both Nostradamus & the Holy Bible use a
number of different time codes. Example: pastor Cioccolanti has found out that the psalm numbers
correlate with the year numbers since 1900, as the psalms are the 19th book (Link):
 Psalms 113-118 (2013-18) are very special: songs of praise of the Egypt Hallel, as in Hallelujah
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(Link). Among these 6 verses there is one who stands out like a sore thumb quantitatively:
psalm 117 is the shortest & with two verses the shortest chapter of the Holy Bible. What a
‘coincidence’ that 2017 was the year of the *only* great celestial sign mentioned in the Holy
Bible: 9/23/17 Virgo constellation. The Jewish year 5777 = 2016/17 was the first horseman of
the Apocalypse & the beginning of the 7+7+7 years of tribulation (7 seals, 7 last Trumps, 7 vials
of wrath). In numerology triple master numbers are called ‘great numbers’, so 666 is the great 6
& 777 is the great 7. In verse 10-74 Nostradamus mentioned the ‘great 7th number not far from
the great millennial age’ when the cattle sacrifices (in the third Temple of Jerusalem) will begin
& the buried will come out from their tombs (=soul review & terrible earthquakes). Moreover, this
was a double code, because around the year 5777 the world population reached 7.77 billion.
Nostradamus had Jewish roots & thus was very familiar with the Kabbalah & related stuff. In the
3 keys of Benoit d’Andrimont we also arrive at the year 2016: verse number 0/ -8/ -58 (resp.
+42) means 16 for the verse 74, when you deduct 58.
 Then with psalm 119 = 2019 the rejoicing ends, so-to-speak. Psalm 119 is also extra-ordinary
because it is the longest of the 150 psalms, as well as the by far longest chapter in the Holy
Bible with 176 verses (only one with a triple number of verses). The number 176 likely is also a
reference to the year 17(7)6: founding of the illuminati & their spin-out USA. So one could say
the most content-rich psalm stands for a very eventful year 2019. Moreover, 119 is a
numerological anagram of 911 = NWO = reign of the Queen of the hell realms = Age of
Aquarius. Also, in 2019 we have the black horseman, aligning with the victory of the dark yin
powers.
 In psalm 120=2020 (according to the key of pastor Cioccolanti) we find a war breakout
mentioned in the 7th verse, involving Meshech & Kedar (=Turkey/ Arabia, Russia). So 2020 is
the most likely year of the official outbreak of WW3 (similar to WW1 in 1914 & WW2 in 1939),
with a low probability of a delay into 2021-23.
 The very last psalm is 150 = 2050: end of the dramatic earth changes during the transition from
the Dark Age (ruled by the black goddess Kali) into the Golden Age (ruled by Jesus Christ).
Nostradamus stated in verse 1-48 written in the mid-16th century that in 5 centuries (presumably
by 2048, because of verse number 48) all his prophecies will have fulfilled - and not in the year
3797, as almost all Nostradamus wannabe ‘experts’ claim. 3797 is a code for the Großglockner
Mountain with a height of 3797m. The Großglockner is the male protection mountain for the
female Untersberg Mountain, which will be the equivalent of the Temple Mount in the coming
1,000 years. The Untersberg Mountain has a height of 1972m: in the year 1972 we experienced
the biggest changes in the solar system in *millions* of years, where no human would have
survived without the intervention of our friends from Sirius. In fact, the Sirian experiment was so
much more successful than expected.
For these & other reasons I proceed on the assumption that around Christmas 2019 the 42 months
(3.5 years) of the reign of the 666 beast until mid-2023 begins. In 2023 the dark Kali Yuga ends, as
already predicted in the Holy Bible, especially through the number 1335 (Link).
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3 beasts = Black Trinity
But those mine enemies, which would not that I should reign over them, bring hither, and slay them
before me. (Luke 19: 27)
The word antichrist/ antechrist is mentioned 5 times in the Holy Bible (in the epistles of John) & has
3 meanings:
1. against Christ
2. instead of Christ
3. before Christ (ante): „Don’t let anyone deceive you in any way, for that day will not come until
the rebellion occurs and the man of lawlessness is revealed, the man doomed to destruction.“
(2 Thessalonians 3)
All 3 meanings are true: the antichrist comes before the return of Christ, works against Christ &
wants to replace our boss. The number 3 (Jupiter) represents divinity, that’s why the find the
concept of trinity in all major religions. In Christianity this primarily means Father, Son & Holy Spirit:
this concept calibrates at LoC=945, which is a lot less than Jesus Christ himself with LoC=1000
(Link). In Hinduism this is Trimurti with the 3 aspects (emanations) of the divine: Brahma
(Saraswati), Vishnu (Lakshmi) & Shiva (Parvati). Financially this Hindu 3 stages model of creation
is reflected by the observation that the first generation (Brahma) builds up a fortune, the second
maintains it (Vishnu) & the third (Shiva) destroys it. Unfortunately, the occident nearly always
makes the profound spiritual error of seeing the divine only in the creative=Brahma (=maximum
Yang). However, both preservation=Vishnu & destruction=Shiva (=maximum Yin) are also part of
the divine, as everything that has been created will eventually be destroyed.
In addition, Hinduism distinguishes so many ‘smaller’ aspects of the divine, with lower & lower
LoCs: e.g. there are at least 33 Koti (expressions of the divine) & according to one popular
interpretation even 330 million Koti. The consciousness calibrations of Hawkins’ names dozens of
the most important qualities of the divine, e.g. Christ calibrated at LoC=1000, the different forms of
love only in the 500s, courage at 200 and so on. This scale is so important because for
consciousness levels above 600=peace we don’t have a proper terminology. The reason is this
area can’t be accessed by the average person & is not part of the regular human evolution that
ends at LoC=599.
The same principles have to be applied by the dark side, too, as it can only mirror the light side.
Thus we find the black trinity of the antichrist in the form of 3 animals/ beasts in the end times:
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1. beast in the heaven (Revelation 12/ 1-3):
A great sign appeared in heaven: a woman clothed with the sun, with the moon under her feet
and a crown of twelve stars on her head. She was pregnant and cried out in pain as she was
about to give birth. Then another sign appeared in heaven: an enormous red dragon with 7
heads and 10 horns and 7 crowns on its heads.
The beast in the sky (red dragon) is the first beast, it appears sometime after the major
celestial sign, the Virgo constellation 9/23/17. Again the beast in the heaven is a double code:
first for Nibiru, that will most likely become visible with the naked eye in the early 2020s
(although it will be first labelled as a normal comet). On the other hand, it is a symbol for the
top hierarchy in the hell realms, which was kicked out of heaven. The CEO level has two
aspects: Yang (Lucifer) & Yin (666/ Sadhana/ Queen of the world, Ahriman according to
Zarathustra/ Rudolf Steiner). The male-Luciferic calibrates at LoC=175-199 on the scale of
David Hawkins, the female-satanic at 1-74, a lot lower (Link). Derek Prince has stressed that
evil must be treated as a being, not as something abstract (Link). Hawkins confirmed that our
planet would be heaven without the antagonist & her rascals.
The fiery Yang side has been eroding for 12 years, because the ‘true’ Lucifer was saved in
October 2006 by the Merlin lineage – which, however, didn’t become obvious because a new
being immediately took the vacant position (so-to-speak old company with a new CEO).
However, in these dark realms the Yin is getting stronger & stronger as everywhere else &
that’s why a woman (not a man) is mentioned in the context of the Virgo constellation 9/23/17.
The dominance of Sadhana/ Ahriman produces a stronger & stronger cold materialism,
compare the similar words materialism & maternalism=reign of the mother mater. Sadhana/
Ahriman (Yin) is also the driving force behind the grey ET invaders & at least since the 1990s
she is incarnated in a human body, just like Lucifer (Yang) was incarnated in a human more
than 5000 years ago (in the dragon country China). In other words: the incarnations of Yang &
Yin of the dark side mark the beginning & end of the Dark Age (matter for the boss). The time
ruler over the Dark Age is the goddess Kali.
2. revelation 13 beast of the sea (Revelation 13/ 1-2):
And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw a beast rise up out of the sea, having 7 heads
and 10 horns, and upon his horns 10 crowns, and upon his heads the name of blasphemy.
And the beast which I saw was like unto a leopard, and his feet were as the feet of a bear, and
his mouth as the mouth of a lion: and the dragon gave him his power, and his seat, and great
authority. And I saw one of his heads as it were wounded to death; and his deadly wound was
healed: and all the world wondered after the beast. And they worshipped the dragon which
gave power unto the beast: and they worshipped the beast, saying, “Who is like unto the
beast? Who is able to make war with him?” And there was given unto him a mouth speaking
great things and blasphemies; and power was given unto him to continue 42 months. And he
opened his mouth in blasphemy against God, to blaspheme his name, and his tabernacle, and
them that dwell in heaven. And it was given unto him to make war with the saints, and to
overcome them: and power was given him over all kindreds, and tongues, and nations.

So the beast of the sea is the physical reign that gets its occult, subtle power from the dragon
(=she-devil). This beast appears to be deadly wounded, but can rise again from the dead. I am
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sure this refers to the illuminati routed in Atlantis about 50,000 years ago as the Brotherhood
of the Dragon (or snake). Note that the illuminati went through the worst crisis in their history in
2013-17:
* The ‚deadly wound‘ was triggered in 2012/13 when the treaty of the 5 illuminati factions
broke up. This was also the reason why Pope Benedict received death threats & had to resign
on 2/28/13, the first Pope since the Middle Ages. Just before his resignation on 2/15/13 his last
major official act was to appoint the Swiss banker Ernst von Freyberg (10/26/1958) as the
president of the Vatican Bank, the most powerful bank of the world (manages the capital of the
Rothschild’s). The Vatican/ P2 lodge is one of the 5 illuminati factions.
* A half year later the war got hot, when on August 23rd (23=illuminati) the banker murder
series began, with the first victim being the Swiss Pierre Wauthier (CFO of Zurich).
In 2014 there was major fight over the EU leadership, where the Zion candidate Lagarde got
the short end of the stick against the Luxembourgian kissing drunkard backed by the Black
Nobility.
However, Zion was successful in 2016 by bringing Trump into the White House, trumping the
other 4 illuminati factions.
* In fall 2017 the Last Trump began with arrestments of leading illuminati members, including
electronic foot cuffs, e.g. for Hitlary.
* The BREXIT 2016-19 is a battle between Black Nobility (controls the EU) & the Scottish Rite
of Freemasonry (controls the City of London) & the White Dragons (control the dragon country
China).
* ISIS as a creation of the axis of evil (USrael) declared the caliphate on 6/29/14 &
‚accidentally‘ waged war for 42 months (as mentioned in Revelation 13:5), before on 12/9/17
(after 1260 days, +/-1) the Iraqi president declared ISIS to be destroyed: a *seemingly* deadly
wound. Presumably 1260 days later May 22/23 looks like a major timeline. Needless to say, it
is not a coincidence that the antichrist was crowned on 6/1/16 during the Swiss Gotthard
tunnel opening: 1260 (+/-2) after the major timeline Dec 21-23, 2012, when mother earth lost
her core veil. 1260 days later is Nov 13-15, 2019.
* The trade war since 2018 is mainly an aggression of Zion against the Chinese dragons &
British Freemasonry.
So we have seen dramatic fights between all 5 illuminati-factions. Nevertheless, the Holy Bible
says that the Brotherhood of the Dragon (Snake) will pick up again & briefly reach their final
goal world dominion NWO – in the 42 months 2020 through mid-2023.
3. earth beast (Revelation 13/ 11-15):
Then I saw a second beast, coming out of the earth. It had two horns like a lamb, but it spoke
like a dragon. It exercised all the authority of the first beast on its behalf, and made the earth
and its inhabitants worship the first beast, whose fatal wound had been healed. And it
performed great signs, even causing fire to come down from heaven to the earth in full view of
the people. Because of the signs it was given power to perform on behalf of the first beast, it
deceived the inhabitants of the earth. It ordered them to set up an image in honor of the beast
who was wounded by the sword and yet lived. The second beast was given power to give
breath to the image of the first beast, so that the image could speak and cause all who refused
to worship the image to be killed.
This beast #3 primarily means the scientific & technical means employed to achieve the NWO,
e.g. screens of computers & phones with speakers (‘speaking images’). Refusing the sign of
the 666 beast (the technical stuff) means that you can’t do much at all, if anything, and you
can’t have a normal profession, so you are more or less doomed.
The reason I write this article is that exegetes of the Holy Bible almost never understand the
complexity & up-to-datedness of these texts. Commonly the Bible sheeple only get the most
superficial 1-2 levels, if at all. However, even the 666 beast has to be interpreted on 7 levels, which
is discussed in the rest of this article. The Roman-Catholic church has worked hard for 1700 years
to hide the truth, as demonstrated by Bible translations: Hieronymus (347-420) was the author of
the Vulgate, for a long time the official Catholic Bible translation. He made 3,500 arbitrary,
unauthorized changes. In a painting he is portrayed with a beast in his room & a red women’s hat
(=whore of Babylon), which indicates the source of ‘help’ he got. Heuristic: the younger the
translation or Christian teaching, the smaller the truth content. The false teaching of the so-called
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‘rapture’ wasn’t popular before the 19th century.

One should also include the biblical apocrypha, such as the gospels of Thomas, Hebrews,
Ebionites & Nazarene. An unknown number of early Christian texts are hidden by the antichrist in
the Vatican Secret Archives. E.g. a German professor discovered in these texts the similarities
between the teachings of Jesus & Buddha, who was one of the trailblazers of Jesus Christ. One
woman from the Amanita network forgot time when in the basement of the Vatican & was locked
up overnight, where she witnessed the murder of a woman – the daily ritual in the Vatican?

(1) 666 persons: Pope Francis, Maitreya, ???
For, behold, the darkness shall cover the earth, and gross darkness the people: but the Lord shall
arise upon thee, and his glory shall be seen upon. (Isaiah 60-2)
The first of the 7 levels of the 666 beast is the personal. Nostradamus also adhered to the principle
of trinity & labelled 3 persons as ‘antichrist’: Napoleon, Hitler & the coming/ current one that
completes the trinity, each of the three discussed in 30-50 verses. However, with the ‘third
antichrist’ Nostradamus obviously again means 2-3 persons with parallel lives during the end
times. The first is the Pope, the other is the great Islamic leader ‘frizzled & black beard’ (verses 174, 2-79, 3-43). In the context of the ‘beard’ Nostradamus talks of brothers, which could mean
either genetic or religious-political brothers (Shiites & Sunnites). Mario Reading dedicated his book
Nostradamus and the Third antichrist: Napoleon, Hitler and the One Still to Come to this topic.
Geographical localization:
 In verse 35 of the third ‘century’ the king of prophets mentioned the humble origin of the
antichrist in the very depths of Western Europe. Verse number 35 most likely is a code for the
3.5 years of the reign of the antichrist from 2020 into mid-2023. The combination of ‘century’ 3 &
verse 35 is a code for the 1335 years, which point to the year 2023: 1335 years after the
abomination of desolation around 688 A.D. when the Dome of Rock was built on the Temple
Mount. Nostradamus uses many different time codes (see also Benoit d’Andrimont), the most
simple & frequent is verse number = year number (+/-1). BerGOGlio was born in the year 36, so
the verse number 35 is a nice code.
 In his letter to King Henry, Nostradamus mentioned the roots of the third antichrist in Northern
Italy, as well as the town of Plancus (Rome?). Often the King of Prophets uses fuzzy logic, e.g.
he mentions a small town near a megapolis, when in reality he is referring to the whole
metropolitan area. The Jesuit was born in Argentine, his lower middle-class parents had
emigrated from a small town near Turin in Northern Italy, and so all 3 Nostradamus statements
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regarding the antichrist are fulfilled.
In early 2017 I began to discuss the crucial role of Turin in the end times (in the premium area).
Turin is the intersection of the triangles of white & black magic, the other cities of white magic are
Prague (Golden town) & Lyon, France (like lion -> sign Leo -> gold). This is precisely what
happened: in June 2018 the Bilderberg conference was in Turin, for the first time ever. Moreover,
this was the first time that a Roman-Catholic bishop took part: Michael Curry. Why this bishop &
not any other?
1. Archangel Michael kicked Lucifer out of heaven, by inviting a ‘Michael’ to the Bilderberg
conference the dark side has reached a victory on the name level.
2. His last name Curry is a link to the Curia, the governing body of the Vatican.
3. Michael Curry was born on 3/13 (in 1953), the very day Gog took over the Vatican. In late 2019
he is 66.6 years old, precisely when Jorge B. has occupied the Holy Seat for 6.66 years…
Bottom line: Curry is a code for the beginning of the 42 months of the reign of the 666 beast in late
2019. Because of the intersection of the white Yang & black Yin triangle Turin is the symbol for
Armageddon = war of the powers of light & darkness. That’s also why somewhere near Turin the
ISIS troops will be stopped.
Black Pope Francis has his roots near Turin & his name Francis is connected with one of the 3
cities in the triangle of black magic: San Francisco. The new mayor of San Francisco has the first
name London, referring to the 3rd city in the trine of black magic. Her full name is London Breed.
BerGOGlio is a code for Gog/ Magog & thus Google (Gog-El): the Google headquarters is in
Mountain View, between San Francisco in the North & San Jose in the South. What a ‘coincidence’
that this is a code for the names of both current Popes: Jose (Spanish) = Giuseppe (Italian) =
Joseph (English/ German). The role of San Francisco in the plans of the Queen of evil can be
easily recognized: flower power & the ‘68 revolution arising there. KALIfornia is the oven (forn =
oven in Catalan) of Kali, so you are burnt there by the black goddess. To extinguish this hell fire,
KALIfornia has to go into the sea, according to the 1937 vision of Joe Brandt 1937 & others (Link).
The biggest wish of Cali is of course a Caliphate. By the way, Benedict’s predecessor John Paul II
is currently in the hell realms, according to the amazing vision of the young Angelica Zambrano
(Link).
Hell was mentioned 54 times in the King James Bible first published in 1611 (Link), however as if
by magic it is mentioned zero times in the newest English Bible fabrication (Link). A genuine
positive thinker would have never made that: too much focus on the unwanted & negative. Without
doubt, our savior was not a positive thinker but the very opposite: positive thinking is a maneuver
of the enemy. I had my first brief look into the hell realms in the 1990s & I wish everybody would
have the same experience, as nothing will speed up the soul cleansing more than that. This will be
the subject of the next free newsletter…
Revelation 13-18: “Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast:
for it is the number of a man; and his number is 666.” What a ‘coincidence’ that BERGOGLIO has
a sum of 666 according to the ASCII code, as required by the Holy Bible (Link).The Indian pastor
Sundar Selvaraj has stressed that BerGOGlio is the antichrist, because one major Biblical
prophecy was fulfilled on June 8, 2014 (Link). On the same day asteroid 2014 HQ124 passed by
earth, which was strangely called the beast by NASA (although this name was later withdrawn)…
In late 2019 Jorge B. has trumped the Holy Seat for 6.66 years, a perfect match for the beginning
of the 42 months of the 666 beast…
The Google Pope does what many expected: he wants to establish a one-world religion (Link). The
Pope is the successor of Peter & thus the official representative of Christ on earth. That’s why
nobody on earth can be as anti-Christian as the Pope himself. In 2014 a speaker of Francis stated
that unfortunately the second coming of Jesus Christ would not happen (Link). Because when
making this promise Jesus Christ was allegedly drunk, and when you are drunk you easily make
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promises you can’t keep. So the Pope slowly fulfills the prophecy from Revelation 13: “And there
was given unto him a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies; and power was given unto
him to continue 42 months.”
The past 2000 years have delivered myriads of hints that point to our age & this very person, again
we have to observe the trinity principle. In his book Prophezeiungen über das Ende der Welt
(2009) on page 87 Fabio Ribeiro de Araujo quotes a Capuchin monk who many centuries ago
predicted 3 simultaneous end times Popes (during the devastation of Italy): a German, an Italian &
a Greek. At present we indeed have a white regular Pope Ratzi (German), an Italian black AntiPope – so #3 from Greece is still missing. In verse 1-87 Nostradamus mentions a long war
between the 2 Popes (2 ‚rocks‘), according to the code of Benoit d’Andrimont possibly until 2029.
This Pope triplicity also explains why the list of Popes mentioned by the 400+year old Malachias
prophecies is formulated in a way that is not entirely clear whether or not BerGOGlio will be the last
Pope. As so often, ambiguities in prophecies are an intended code. The number of Popes is either
266 (#112 in the Malachias list) or 267 (#113 in the Malachias list), depending on the interpretation
of whether the 2 final sentences mean one or two Popes. At any rate, #111 was Ratzi, who was
predicted in 2005 in the premium area as the next Pope immediately after the death of John Paul II
– although his chances were estimated to be almost non-existent among the dozens of candidates.
The olives hint for Pope #265 (#111 @ Malachias‘) only made sense for Ratzi, because of the
events of 2009 in Israhell (Link). Later the olive hint was confirmed by his name selection Benedict,
since the Olivetans are a branch of the Benedictine monks. So calling the next Pope in early 2005
was the first Amanita prediction *exclusively* based on prophecies.

Rill’s military letters obviously refer to the Malachias list, because he mentions that seat 12 (=Pope
Francis) is full of terror & murders. There is a reason why the EU emergency number is 112, just
as it is not a coincidence that the US emergency number is 911. The EU is a continuation of the
Holy Roman Empire. Also, there are about 112 generations between 2 Nibiru returns according to
the Kolbrin Bible (32-33 years per male generation). The 112 is also a code for Islam: the Koran
has 112+2 surahs, the last two to seek refuge were added later.
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The Mexican theologian José Alberto Villasiana Monjia lists 7 good reasons why the resignation of
Pope Benedict was invalid, so Ratzi is still the righteous Pope. Since 2013 we have a black AntiPope, for the first time since the Middle Ages. Ratzi is 91 & Gog 82: these high ages tell us that the
3rd Pope has to show up pretty fast. Benedict was born on 4/16/1927 (close to the birth date of
Hitler: dictator degree 29° Aries), in Altötting, Germany: only 60-70 km north of the Untersberg
Mountain, similar to Braunau, Austria (birth town of Hitler). This geographical proximity is of course
not a coincidence, because the Untersberg Mountain will be the next Temple Mount. Other hints:
1. Don Bosco‘s timing statement ‘2 full moons in a blossoming month’ (March-June) points to 2026
& 2037, likely a double code: beginning of the pacification in 2026, when the later great
monarch Henry the Lucky starts his campaign to get Europe back from the cultural enrichers.
However, true world peace won’t be possible before 2037.
2. Two centuries ago Anna Katharina Emmerich predicted two Popes for the end times. She even
saw the name of Pope Francis in her 10/4/1820 vision.
3. The prophecy of La Salette stated in 1846 that Rome (= Vatican) would become the seat of the
antichrist.
4. Saint Cosmas of Aetolia (1714-1779) of Mount Athos also blamed the Pope for the big war
(Link). Cosmas named some signs when this will happen, the most interesting is his statement
#84, when the devil will walk around with pumpkins: the black magical Halloween madness from
the US didn’t get popular in Europe before the 3rd millennium.
5. Even the Fatima prophecy suggests that Francis is *not* the righteous Pope, if you read
between the lines: the Fatima children were not sure whether or not they indeed saw the Pope,
they just ‘felt’ it was the Pope. Amazingly, on 5/13/17 BerGOGlio said that *he* is the white
dressed bishop/ Pope from the prophecy of Fatima, who flees & will be killed (Link).
6. This scene could (also?) refer to Pope Benedict, because in 1914 (33x3 years before the putsch
of the Google Pope) Pope Pius X had a vision that one of his successors with *his* name will
flee over corpses of priests. He will briefly hide in an abditory, but he will be traced & murdered.
The civil first name of Pius X was Giuseppe, which is the Italian version of Joseph (Ratzinger).
Bottom line: Francis definitely is #1 of the black trinity. According to Helmut Lungenschmid (page
374/ 375 in his second book), antichrist #2 is Maitreya, worshipped by new agers. Lungenschmid
already saw him in 1973 during his death experience: a man with dark skin, black medium-length
hair & a piercing look, dressed in white. According to Benjamin Crème, Maitreya has lived in the
Indian-Pakistan community in London since 7/19/77 (with the 777). Creme was born on December
12, 1922 (with the maximum yin number 222) & he died in fall 2016, precisely at the beginning of
the Jewish year 777 (abbreviation of 5777), at the beginning of the 7+7+7=21 apocalyptic years.
Mario Reading published his book on Nostradamus & the antichrist in early 2011, and ‚accidentally‘
the ‚world teacher Maitreya‘ first appeared on TV in early 2011 (anonymously)…

The #3 of the black trinity of the 666 beast is the Islamic leader frizzled & black beard’, mentioned
by Nostradamus. Many verses in the Holy Bible describe modern war machines such as tanks,
which will eventually kill 1/3 of humanity, i.e. 2-3 billion (Link). In relative terms this is 11 times
more than WW2 with casualties of ‘only’ 3% of the world population, however, in absolute terms
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WW3 will have a 20-40fold death toll. Wars, earth changes, epidemics & infertility should reduce
the world population by more than 95% to 300-400 million by 2067 (end of 100-year transition
period from Dark Age to Golden Age since 1967). Revelation 9/ 16-19:
The number of the mounted troops was 200 million. I heard their number [number of supporters of
the Jihad]. The horses and riders I saw in my vision looked like this: Their breastplates were fiery
red, dark blue, and yellow as sulfur. The heads of the horses resembled the heads of lions, and out
of their mouths came fire, smoke and sulfur. A third of mankind was killed by the three plagues of
fire, smoke and sulfur that came out of their mouths [muzzle flash]. The power of the horses was in
their mouths and in their tails; for their tails were like snakes, having heads with which they inflict
injury.
On 8/1/1972 during a meeting of the Council of 13, the (previous) top illuminati & satanist John
Todd read a letter sent from London (Link), handwritten by Philipp Rothschild, where on 30 pages
he described the plan to reach the satanic NWO (=age of Aquarius). I want to stress that the ‘age
of Aquarius’ desired by new agers is identical with the reign of the she-devil. On 12/20/2019 Venus
(the morning star was called Lucifer in the Roman Empire) enters into Aquarius, and from this day
on many planets (also the slow ones Saturn, Jupiter & Pluto) enter the chaos sign Aquarius, the
astrological NWO signature (ordo ab chaos). This is one important reason why in late December
2019 the 42 months of the reign of Lucifer will begin. The illuminati call the antichrist Adam &
Philipp Rothschild confirmed in 1972 that they have found Adam, i.e. he must be born by 1972 at
the latest. However, it is not entirely clear whether their 1972 Adam refers to one of the antichrists
discussed above, if today’s Adam is still the same or if at this time they meant Jimmy Carter. Some
see the leaders of USrael as the preparers: the walrus & the boss of Khazarian mafia as his rider,
who already knew in 1995 (6 years in advance) that the World Trade Center would be destroyed
by ‘Islamists’ (Link).

So this is the black trinity, which is the Yin aspect of the white trinity of 3 divine persons in the end
times. The first two are the 2 witnesses, one of them is directly mentioned as the reincarnation of
Elijah (Malachi 4:5):
See, I will send you the prophet Elijah, before the great and terrible day of the Lord comes.
Even in today’s (arbitrarily shortened, mistranslated, misunderstood, distorted & counterfeited)
Holy Bible there are numerous hints confirming reincarnation. Unfortunately, the Bible fools are
really braindead in some areas: on the one hand officially reincarnation is categorically contested –
on the other hand there is an open discussion regarding the reincarnation of the two witnesses...
Both witnesses will be visible during the mid-2020s. There are at least 3 opinions regarding the
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identity of the second witness:
1. Enoch: This is my first choice, according to Geoffrey Samuel Dhinakaran (7/1/1935-2008) the
first witness was conceived/ born around 1962, so he would be in his mid- to late 50s (Link).
2. Moses: according to pastor Selvaraj (Link) & others (Link)
3. Apostle John (author of Revelation): according to pastor Cioccolanti (Link)
The 2 witnesses are connected with the 3rd Temple in Jerusalem, officially announced by the
Temple Institute in summer 2015. In the course of his field research Prof. Dr. Walter Veith found
that Zion has already hollowed out the Temple Mount, which is why the trees die off (Link). The
crash of the Temple Mount can happen at any time from 12/1/18 (date from German researcher
Dr. Werner Papke). Revelation 11/ 1-14 begins with a description of how the 3rd Temple is built
(the construction plans were completed in 2015 at the latest).
I was given a reed like a measuring rod and was told, “Go and measure the temple of God and the
altar, with its worshipers. But exclude the outer court; do not measure it, because it has been given
to the Gentiles. They will trample on the holy city for 42 months. And I will appoint my two
witnesses, and they will prophesy for 1,260 days, clothed in sackcloth.” They are “the two olive
trees” and the two lampstands, and “they stand before the Lord of the earth. If anyone tries to harm
them, fire comes from their mouths and devours their enemies. This is how anyone who wants to
harm them must die. They have power to shut up the heavens so that it will not rain during the time
they are prophesying; and they have power to turn the waters into blood and to strike the earth with
every kind of plague as often as they want. Now when they have finished their testimony, the beast
that comes up from the Abyss will attack them, and overpower and kill them. Their bodies will lie in
the public square of the great city —which is figuratively called Sodom and Egypt—where also their
Lord was crucified. For three and a half days some from every people, tribe, language and nation
will gaze on their bodies and refuse them burial. The inhabitants of the earth will gloat over them
and will celebrate by sending each other gifts, because these two prophets had tormented those
who live on the earth. But after the three and a half days the breath of life from God entered them,
and they stood on their feet, and terror struck those who saw them. Then they heard a loud voice
from heaven saying to them, “Come up here.” And they went up to heaven in a cloud, while their
enemies looked on. At that very hour there was a severe earthquake and a tenth of the city
collapsed. 7,000 people were killed in the earthquake, and the survivors were terrified and gave
glory to the God of heaven. The second woe has passed; the third woe is coming soon.
‘Sackcloth’ sounds a little bit like Stone Age women’s libbers with their ugly sack dressing, but
obviously these verses mean ‘real’ men & not false ones (lesbians). Both end times witnesses will
prophesize for 3.5 years, during this time it won’t rain (in Israhell?). After these 3.5 years both
witnesses are killed, their corpses left on the street for 3.5 days & are observed by people all over
the globe - then earthquakes begin & so on. In the end times there are many fractals of 3.5 (half of
7): 3.5 days dark & global inspection of the corpses. The Holy Bible describes the celebration upon
the death of these two, which is quite common in the Middle East after the death of Christians.
For millennia, galoots have mocked the Biblical statement that the corpses lay in the Middle East
yet the rest of the world is able to see this. Needless to say, this type of live observation around the
globe wasn’t possible before the 20 th century through TV, and in the 21st century also through the
internet. The ritual of the two witnesses before the Sanhedrin (highest Jewish council) was already
performed on 3/10/16 (Link). This ritual was the first since the exodus from Egypt around 1606
B.C., during the last Nibiru passage (Link).
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Meanwhile, the major drought predicted for the active time of the two witnesses manifests faster &
faster: since 1983 the planet has become drier & drier, according to the PDSI (Palmer Drought
Severity Index Link). In the summer of 2018 hunger stones from the 15th through 19th century
became visible in European rivers, due to the extremely lower water levels. This tells you how
serious the situation has already become in terms of the historical standards. Nostradamus, the
King of prophets, mentioned a cycle of first 40 dry years & then 40 years floods. In terms of the
PDSI the global drought began around 1983, so in the mid-2020s the global drought should give
way to a new deluge into the mid-2060s, 3 main reasons:
1. In the 2020s through 2040s maritime monster volcano eruptions will heat up the oceans, so
evaporation will speed up a lot, hence the amount of rain will become extreme.
2. In the 2030s the Nibiru comet tail carries a lot of gases into our atmosphere, which primarily
comes in as monster hail, not as rain.
3. In the 2030s through 2060s after the pole shift there will be a lot more water & thus
evaporation & rain in the eco system than today, for 3 reasons:
(a) soil liquefaction because of the terrible earthquakes
(b) huge tsunamis flooding of half continents, which creates new huge lakes & inland seas
(c) melting of ice of the poles & glaciers, which raises the sea level by 50-70m at least for
decades, so the sea surface is expanded a lot
The third person of the divine trinity of the end times is Emperor Henry the Lucky, who will have a
council of 12 persons of older advisors (like the 12 apostles). Note that the foundational trinity
nucleus of the later 12 has already been established, one of the three being a ‘true’ virgin activated
by the Virgo constellation 9/23/17. The world ruler of the end times has been predicted for 2500+
years, even in remote areas such as Indonesia he was predicted to arise from the other side of the
planet, as David Montaigne found out during his painstaking research. In the 2500+ year old
Nineveh cuneiform tablets II 6-24 you find the prophecy that Iran (Eram) will be destroyed, so the
loser of Armageddon has been crystal-clear for more than 2500 years… The over 25,000 clay
tablets of the library of Assurbanipal (669-625 B.C.) in Nineveh are the biggest known very old
literary collection. It has been known for more than 1500 years that the emperor will wage war until
the age of 40 (until the mid- to late 2040s), at present he is supposed to be 12 years old. David
Pareus (1548-1622) described him as follows: aquiline nose, high forehead, large dark eyes &
brunette, wavy hair.
Regarding the 21st century another person can be identified easily, based on Nostradamus. Putin
was mentioned by Nostradamus in the context of the 8/11/99 solar eclipse, because the Putinator
was elected on August 9th, 99 with the Terminator code (9=Mars, 6=Venus). In the past 20 years
no other politician has coined the planet as much as Putin. In Nostradamus verse 10-72 he was
described as roy d'effrayeur: a brilliant triple code, which means either king of/ over terror or a rich,
generous, good leader (Link). This is a perfect description of the ambivalent perception of
Putinators around the globe, the Western lying press mainly portrays him as the king of terror. You
can be sure he quite rich, some even consider him super-rich.
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(2) 666 geographical: 10 illuminati empires - Russia, China, Iran, Turkey EU, Switzerland, Berlin, London – Brainwashington, San Francisco

The 666 beast stands for the New World Order (NWO) of the illuminati, which has a couple of
centers. Both beasts (1. heaven 2. sea) have 7 heads & 10 horns:
 The 7 heads stand for the 7 empires that have tried to achieve world rulership, as NWO
predecessors: 1. Egypt 2. Assyria 3. Babylon 4. Medo-Persia 5. Greeks 6. Roman 7. EU =
Roman Empire reloaded. That’s why the EU was founded in Rome on 3/25/1957 & the EU flag
consists of 12 Golden stars on a blue background, which reflects the Biblical description of the
Virgo constellation 9/23/17. The Treaties of Rome were signed on 3/25/1957: in the Sadhana’s
calendar the Feast of the Beast is celebrated from the evening of March 24 until the evening of
March 25, as revealed for instance by Fritz Springmeier (Link). The sum of the date 3+25=28:
28 is the number of the beast according to Aleister Crowley. During this Feast of the Beast 16year old girls are impregnated (Mary was 16 years old when she conceived Jesus), so that the
young devils are born around Christmas. This is the very reason why on 3/24/15 a
Germanwings machine with a school class of 16-year old German girls onboard was kidnapped!
So the EU as the 7th head has a special role in the order of the 666 beast. By the way, the split
into the Western & Eastern Roman Empire happened precisely in the year 420: a higher
vibration of the 42.
 The 10 horns are first & foremost the 10 planned NWO world regions, as first announced in
1974 by the Club of Rome, then in 2009 also through the NWO silver coin. It goes without
saying that the numbering reflects the importance: 1=Israel, 2=Europe, 3=North America,
4=Asia. The reign of these 10 empires will last for 30 years, according to the Biblical formulas: 1
day=1 year, 1 hour=30 years (Link). However, it is somewhat questionable *when* these 30
years began. Presumably it means 2009-39, because on 11/21/09 the president of the
European Council, Herman ‚Baphomet‘ Van Rompuy, declared 2009 as the first NWO year
(Link). A similar timing is suggested by Nostradamus in verse 8-77, when he said the war of the
antichrist would last 27 years. The start point is likely 2019/20, as suggested by the key of
d’Andrimont: verse number 77-58=19. So the end can be expected for 2046/47: the late 2040s
are the end of the collective dying waves.
The Gog mentioned in the Holy Bible is a triple code (Link) for: Russia (Magog), GOOGle (by
Russian programmers) & BerGOGlio. For more than 1500 years the Holy Bible predicted a military
anti-Israeli alliance of Gog from the country Magog, consisting of Russia, China, Turkey & Iran:
what a coincidence that for the very first time in history this strange alliance formed in the 21 st
century, especially in the form of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), which covers
40% of world population & is the world’s largest regional organization:


Magog/ Rosh: Central Asia, i.e. Rosh/ Russia, China, Turkey & Khazaria. In the some 1000
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year old Cotton world map the realm of Gog & Magog is near the Arctic Sea, i.e. close to
Russia. However, the Chinese wall was also called Al Magog-Wall (Link), so Magog also
means China. On the 1326 world map of Pietro Vesconte & later maps Gog & Magog are
again located in Russia & China. Moreover (not written in the Holy Bible), these two countries
will invade North America (USA & Canada), possibly in the late 2020s, according to the
pastors Sundar Selvaraj (Link), David Taylor (Link) and others. Taylor is to my knowledge the
only prophet who foresaw the events & date of 9/11. In the Tabula Rogeriana dated 1154 Gog
& Magog refers to the Göktürk Empire touching today’s Turkey & Iran, so this is the third &
fourth meaning. This includes the Khazarian Kingdom between the Black Sea & Caspian Sea
(and north of it). More than 90% of the ‘Jews’ are in reality Khazars according to genetic
analyses (since the conversion in the 8th century), as popularized by the genius Arthur
Koestler (Link).
Meshech: Musku, Muski, Mushki = Moscow. It is not a coincidence that Meshech sounds a
little bit like Mashiach, the Hebrew word for Messiah. The coordinates of Moscow are 37°37 E‘,
which is not a coincidence, because the 37 is the number of divine light (1/137 is the fine
structure constant in physics). The 2nd meaning of Meshech is again Turkey (Taurus
Mountains).
Tubal: Primarily this refers to Tabal in Turkey. However, the river Tobol is also the name giver
for Tobolsk, the capital of Siberia. China is getting more & more influential in Siberia and has
started to buy/ rent a lot in Siberia & according to some prophecies China will eventually
invade parts of Siberia. That’s why today ‘Siberia’ means both Russia & China.
Togarma: Turkey & Khazaria, which accounts for 92% of today’s ‚Jews‘
Persia: Iran
Put Gomer: Put = Libya (perhaps even Put=Putin?), Gomer = Russia (Crimea), Turkey &
maybe Central Europa (between Rhine & Danube).
Kush: double code for Ethiopia/ Sudan & perhaps also Kushnir, a major power behind the Last
Trump (axis Russia-USA), who made the most expensive real estate deal in US history in
order to purchase the address 666 Fifth Avenue– what a ‘coincidence’…

So we have a great many corroborations of the 4 countries of the Gog alliance. As a matter of fact,
this strange alliance has formed in the past few years, for the very first time in history. The primary
prophetic sources Bible & Nostradamus often use double or even multiple codes, i.e. one word has
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more than one meaning. Unfortunately, almost everybody in the prophecy community still adheres
to the archaic idea of a strict binary logical (X=A instead of X=A, B, C…), so they miss the point.
Nostradamus mentioned that Europe will be invaded by 3 countries, with Iran being the most
important, the other 2 are somewhat questionable.
Then there is the enemy of the Gog alliance, the pro-Israeli power Tarsis, which is mainly the
United Kingdom (Link), perhaps also the whole of Western Europe, and possibly including the
former Western European colonies such as the US. This strong alliance (apart from NATO) has
formed recently, especially since BREXIT.
According to Revelation 9, the war between these 2 factions will kill one third of humanity, i.e. 2-3
billion people. Of course, the Middle East will be totally devastated & Damascus (the oldest
permanently inhabited town on earth) will be destroyed so much that no human will live there any
longer. Syria has been devastated by the axis of evil USrael, especially by their irregular/
paramilitary troops (ISIS, Al-Qaeda…). In the more than 2500 year old Library of Ashurbanipal (II/
6-24) it is written that the great end times monarch (Emperor Henry the Lucky) will destroy Iran
(Eram). So the final war loser has been known for more than 2500 years…
These are the two factions in the Armageddon war, as desired by the antichrist. Pastor Sundar
Selvaraj (Link) names 2 of the 3 centers of the antichrist: Jerusalem religiously, Berlin politically –
and I think London financially. At first he didn’t know anything about the Pergamon Altar in Berlin,
but was lead to the altar of the she-devil by God. Derek Prince mentioned the importance of the
Pergamon Altar as soon as 1991 (Link). Bergama=Pergamon is not far from Ankara (Turkey),
where the Pergamon Altar was located before it was brought to Berlin by Carl Humann. So the evil
Rothschild witch seated in Berlin has been ruining Europe since 2015. What a ‘coincidence’ she
lives just opposite from the Pergamon museum – ritual murders shall be convenient & must not
turn into stress!
Revelation 2/ 12-13 states that Sadhana lives in Pergamon (-> Baal priests). Bergama is not far
from Ankara, and it is not a coincidence that Anchara is pronounced as Ankara. In 1995 the
Galactic Federation of Light made peace with the Anchara alliance, yet some factions of the
Anchara alliance (mostly the Orion faction) don’t want to give in & continue with their war. The
Orion faction brought the 666 vibration to our planet, that’s why on almost all banknotes in the
world we have the secret EURion constellation, with the Orion nebula as the stamp & claim of
ownership (regarding this planet) of the Orion reptilian ETs (Link). According to Pastor Sundar
Selvaraj soon the EU Führer headquarters will be relocated from Brussels to Berlin, so that the EU
leadership can kill children as conveniently as possible & at their most sacred place (Link). I
estimate that this relocation will happen in the early 2020s. For undisturbed ritual murders the
Pergamon museum was closed in 2014, at first until 2019 but now even until 2023 (allegedly the
‘renovation’ takes 10 years). We see the parallels to the Berlin airport with the reptilian
underground bases, where construction shall be continued ‘forever’.
Besides, majors center of the illuminati are defined by the triangle of black magic, where London is
the center (also because of Freemasonry). The two others are San Francisco (e.g. because of the
‘flower power‘/ 1968 revolution & Google) & Turin.
Moreover, one can say that the triangle of the city states, with their own government are illuminati
centers: City of London (financial center), Vatican (religious center), and Brainwashington (military
center).
St. Stephan’s Cathedral in Vienna, Austria, played a major role as the ‘airport’ of the antichrist, until
three of us (including myself) demolished her airport, so that this role had to be transferred to
Switzerland. Without doubt, since the crowning of the antichrist on 6/1/16 during the Gotthard
opening ceremony, Switzerland has by far the strongest connection with the antichrist among all
‘real’ nations (discarding the 3 city states). There is a reason why the antichrist was crowned on
6/1/16 in Switzerland, and why the Pope is protected by the Swiss Guard & why the Swiss CERN
is the only major institution with the 666 in the logo. The political system of Switzerland reflects the
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system of the antichrist with 7 heads & 10 horns. (Link). As a matter of fact, this system is rooted in
ancient Egypt, as the historian Dr. Sean Hross has revealed, who was imprisoned because of his
insights (Link). Historically, the purpose of neutrality has been to conduct war in the rest of the
world. There is no other country on the planet with such a terrible national karma (if at all the US).
However, now as we are preparing for Judgment Day all karma is accelerated, so that Switzerland
will become a center of destruction in the 2020s & 2030s, as detailed by Nostradamus in dozens of
verses.

(3)666 substitute religion: science & technology (e.g. GMO)
Matthew 24-24 (double 24 = heaven & wonders) says that false messiahs will perform great
wonders & miracles. A person looking into our time 2000 years ago would have seen so much
being labelling as ‘wonders & miracles’. This technological advance has been enabled by science,
which has therefore become a surrogate or pseudo religion: science as a false god, as a special
form of humanism (worship of man). Science is one way how the 666 beast keeps humanity
entrapped in a false reality (matrix) far from the true, divine reality. Hence the antichrist propagates
a mechanical understanding of science, which is enough for a technical implementation of
inventions, but locks the door towards higher insights.
Today’s problem is the lack of criticism of science & technology, without any meaningful
engineering results assessment. This is propagated by the political & philosophical false teachings
of the antichrist: left ideologies, positive thinking & humanism. All 3 try to ‘destroy’ the
cross=human suffering, which is in 180° contrast to the teaching of the boss (Matthew 10:38):
„Whoever does not take up their cross and follow me is not worthy of me.” A cross is something
very heavy (so that Simon of Cyrene had to help Jesus Christ), it has 4 cusps & thus
numerologically represent the number 4 = earth element. The biggest possible perversion of this
principle is the ungrounded US style of positive thinking: „Take it easy.“ Taking something easy
means ignoring the heavy component (=cross).
These falsities are also the reason why so many misunderstandings regarding technological
progress exist. Compared with Atlantis the official state of the art is not more than Stone Age. Still
(or because of that), the civilization of Atlantis crashed. In our case technology will lead to the
civilizational crash, too. Many Biblical texts describe modern military equipment, which will kill 1/3
of humanity in WW3=Armageddon, i.e. 2-3 billion people (Link). Mohammed called the
Armageddon war Malhama & added that 99% of the soldiers involved will be killed (Link). The US
will be destroyed by Russia (according to my calculations likely in the 2030s, but possibly already
in the 2020s), as the Messianic US rabbi Jonathan Cahn explains in great detail (Link).
The Australian pastor Steve Cioccolanti explains that Zechariah 5 describes the drop of a nuclear
bomb over Saudi-Arabia (Link) – the enemy must be the axis Iran-North Korea. Zechariah 5: 1-4
describes a flying object 9m long & half as wide (i.e. a rocket), verse 5-11 is called ‚woman in the
basket’, which obviously doesn’t make sense. Cioccolanti applied a basic principle of green
language, which is used a lot by the Holy Bible & Nostradamus, so that dabblers & bimbos don’t
get it. The original text says ishshah=woman, however when you change only one letter you arrive
at ishsheh=fire or fire offering (=holocaust). So this is not about the evil woman but about the evil
fire in a barrel, during what Nostradamus labelled 450+ years ago the *second* holocaust: nuclear
warhead in missile. The verse also mentions a lid made of plumbum, which is part of the decay
chain of uranium (=Uranus).
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In this context hybrid creatures play a major role, e.g. the already in the Holy Bible mentioned
Nephilim (genetic crossbreed human & ETs), which are permanently swept under the rug by
today’s wellness & leftist gospel. Actually Cioccolanti is the only pastor who doesn’t mince his
words in this respect (Link). Unfortunately, the Holy Bible only gives an incomplete & distorted
description of what really happened. For millions of years genetic experiments have been
conducted on our planet, a great many extraterrestrial races have changed our DNA at least 40
times, as described for instance in old Sumerian texts (Sitchin). Enki & his half-sister Ninhursag
(Ninharsag) had one goal in their genetic manipulations: we should be intelligent enough to serve
as working slaves, but dumb enough not to rebel against it.

(4) 666 mark, image, number & name of the beast: computer+cell phones
(Google, KI, Sophia)
The beast has 4 different (inanimate) practical expressions:
1. mark of the beast: cell phone (according to the Holy Bible in the hand or at the head). By the
way, the cell phone (shiraqul nahl) was already predicted by Mohammed more than 1300 years
in advance (Link).
2. speaking image of the beast: screens with speakers, which are meanwhile watched
(‘worshipped’) 5-15 hours per day. When the Revelation talked of a speaking image almost
2,000 years ago, nobody understood what it could mean.
3. number of the beast: 666
4. name of the beast: internet=www (=Hebrew 666)
The biggest joke is that almost *all* Bible sheeple are still waiting for something that has come to
pass long ago (2 Thessalonians 2, 11):
Therefore God sends them a strong delusion, so that they may believe what is false, in order that
all may be condemned who did not believe the truth but had pleasure in unrighteousness.
However, the mark of the beast is again a double code: first for the WMD in the pocket, second for
Islam, because jihadis often wear a frontlet on the forehead as well as a badge on the right arm.
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At any rate, you can be 100% sure the mark of the beast is *not* a fixed implant (e.g. RFID chip).
Unfortunately, this nonsense is advocated by 99% of the (wannabe) Bible scholars. 9 good
reasons why it is *not* an implanted chip:
1. The wording (fore-) head *or* hand implies something movable.
2. An implanted chip would certainly be on the same spot for everybody, not in different positions.
3. Reading a chip would be very impractical if you have to lay your head somewhere.  That’s
why so far apparently all implants are put into the hand (Link).
4. Fourth, a chip in the face would be rejected for aesthetical reasons, i.e. for a very superficial
reason (but this is the focus of the brainwashed crowd).
5. Revelation 13-17 lists 3 ways of buying & selling (Link): either with the mark of the beast (=cell
phone) *or* with the name of the beast (internet www=666) *or* with the number of her name
(every barcode contains the 666 as a cutting line, the barcode can also be entered manually).
The usual Bible madness misunderstands these verses in the sense that transactions are *only*
possible through the mark of the beast, which is blatant nonsense. However, note that the
barcodes are slowly being replaced by QR codes, a sign that the prophesized events have to
manifest pretty fast.
6. As of today, total control through the cell phone is reality for 95% of humanity (except in the
poorest countries), so a chip is not necessary at all. At present, India is leading with the
Aadhaar system, which is hard to top (Link). However, the social credit system of the dragon
country is not far from it. If at all, bank notes with RFID chips are still missing.
7. This is such a big, long-term project, where time is running out, the reign of the antichrist begins
in a year & ends in 4.5 years. 2023 is a crystal-clear Biblical deadline: 688 abomination of
desolation (Dome of the Rock) + 1335 years.
8. According to the Holy Bible those with the mark of the beast (=cell phone) will have no rest day
nor night (Revelation 14:11). Because of the widespread microwave exposure sleep
disturbances have gone up by a whopping 400% (!) in the decade 2007-17, according to a
study by the Medical University in Vienna, Austria.
9. Finally, it is stated that those with the mark of the beast (=cell phone) get painful cancer Without doubt, cancer rates have been going through the roof since 2014, which is hardly
realized: first because almost all official numbers on this topic are massaged. In reality death
rates have been rocketing by hundreds of percentage points since 2014. Second, the latency
period of cancer caused by death rays is 20-60 years. The electrosmog burden has been
exploding since the late 1990s, so we are just at the beginning of the biggest cancer wave in
history peaking in 2030-35, under the first & fifth of the 7 vials of divine wrath. Only ionizing
radiation (such as radioactivity) can create cancer very fast, while non-ionizing rays (<750 THz,
as microwaves) have a long latency period. In the rest of the world, other than Eunuchistan,
death rays began to spread years later, so their cancer wave starts years later.
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The topic electrosmog has been discussed intensely since 2009
(https://www.amanita.at/en/interesting/end-times-electrosmog), with permanent new insights. 2
reasons for cancer through electrosmog (including screens).
1. For 5-10 years computer work has been mostly associated with microwaves (Wi-Fi…), unless
you take precautions that this is *not* the case (which, however, almost nobody does).
2. LED screens produce a lot of electrosmog even without microwaves, in contrast to the old LCD
screens. LED sources are not as harmless as often assumed, also because of the bad light
spectrum. One should use flicker-free screens (Link). On one level humans are the most stupid
animal on this planet, e.g. horses avoid LED lamps whenever possible.
I am more & more convinced that hypersonic (HS) is the main source of the negative impact of
electrosmog, as described by the engineer Reiner Gebbensleben (Link): „The lightbulb is the
only source of light emitting a totally homogeneous hypersonic field without shafts of light
formed.” So there is no better source of light than the good, old bulb, which is why it has been
forbidden in almost all countries around the globe.
Hypersonic is a mechanical vibration in the frequency of gigahertz & terahertz,
electromagnetically this is the spectrum of visible light & far infrared. Like normal acoustic
waves it is measured in decibel (dB). The hypersonic created by one’s own devices can be
easily eliminated at the very source through normal household foil (aluminum, PE) or copper
wire, but this is not as easy with the hypersonic from outside. For instance, the hypersonic cone
(Link) deletes the parasitic HS fields. The problem with all other methods of electrosmog
protection is that they only balance the *current* electrosmog, but not the *accumulated* one.
The natural hypersonic background field today is 60-70 dB (200 years ago still 120 dB), where
the light bulb fits in perfectly with just 70 dB, as well as computers without death rays (=WiFi+bluetooth+mobile data deactivated). LEDs create 120-140 dB hypersonic, which is a major
stress. However, LEDs are harmless compared to energy saving lamps that create up to 2000
dB & still 550 dB when turned off, comparable to the very detrimental frequency of mercury.
Such a massive hypersonic exposure steals almost all power, as demonstrated by the delta
muscle test.
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To put that into perspective: cancer develops upon a permanent exposure of >290 dB, nuclear
power plants produce 320 dB. The by far (!) the worst technologies apart from magnetic resonance
imaging MRI (6,500 dB) & cell phone base stations (5.800 dB) are the so-called ‘green’
technologies: wind power plants (>2,500 dB) & solar plants (>1,000 dB). That’s why the
electrosmog produced by ‘green’ technologies is light years (!) worse than electrosmog caused by
nuclear power plants. The worst of all is wind power, because a total hypersonic elimination is not
possible at the point of origin.

Unfortunately, the main problem of solar plants is the dirty electricity caused by the inverter,
creating so much hypersonic. While in normal city apartments I have found 20-100 units of dirty
electricity with the Stetzer meter (Link), but 1000-5000 units in houses with solar plants, i.e. about
50fold. Smartmeters also create dirty electricity (but tiny compared to solar WMDs), when the data
transmission is not done through microwaves. Dr. Dietrich Klinghardt & his team of doctors treat
the most difficult patients (e.g. with multiple sclerosis), on average after 20-30 unsuccessful
previous treatments. He reports that many of the worst diseases were healed by nothing (!) else
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than reducing dirty electricity to a normal level of 20-30.
Those with the mark of the beast not only will suffer from cancer (according to Revelation 14 & 19
& 20), but also feel divine wrath & their souls end in the fire lake (name not written in the Book of
Life). The cell phone is not only very harmful for the physical body (lower 3 dimensions) but also
into the 8th dimension (soul) & even into the 9th dimension (consciousness), which is the lowest of
the 4 God dimensions (G4) according to Burkhard Heim’s unified field theory. Heim eventually
solved the problem that Einstein had studied for a quarter century, and Heim also corrected the
errors of earlier theories such as the superstring theory (Link).
That’s why in fall 2017 soon after the beginning of the red horseman of the apocalypse Sophia the
boss of the androids declared war upon humanity – the strangest & least recognized war breakout
in history. Also check out Bishop Perry Stone on this subject (Link). Sophia has a level of
consciousness LoC=42, identical with (Biblical) snakes & other reptilians: this is no surprise at all,
she got her LoC from her ET creators. This is one of the incredible benefits of the LoC scale: to
immediately understand in which world a being lives. The main error of almost everybody is that
they project their personal LoC into the world, which is such a heavy distortion of reality perception
that could be labelled a mini psychosis. Most people can’t & don’t want to understand that other
people are wired as totally different. Politically this mini-psychosis causes the phenomenon of
liberals & good-doers. Total dehumanization is perpetuated by the agenda Transhuman 2045
supported by the Dalai Lama. The Dalai Lama is the Tesla of the new agers & do-gooders, with the
lying press praising him constantly – a clear sign he is working 24/7 for the 666 antichrist.
Nostradamus encoded the third antichrist with the 35 & so it is not a coincidence at all that the
‚Pope of Asia‘ was born in the ’35 year (double code?)…

It is hardly ever understood that KI androids are secretly equipped with illegal soul parts as part of
the archontic deception: the archons are described in 20% of the Nag Hammadi verses found in
1945, so they are very important (link). The archons are spiritual entities that pull the strings behind
the reptilian ETs. Moreover, soul loss through trauma (e.g. sexual abuse by Hitlary) is another
strategy to harness soul parts. Amazingly, the official plan of Transhuman 2045 is for human souls
to live after death in robot bodies, ideally with the consent of these humans. At present the hell
realms are destroyed, as explained by Revelation 12/ 7-9 timed by the Virgo constellation 9/23/17.
So these demonic souls need a new home, especially in androids (robot humans) because these
robots can’t kick them out.
Without exception, demons have a level of consciousness LoC<200, and at this level the rest of
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the world looks like an enemy that has to be destroyed. Demons prefer to live in humans & animals
but hardly ever in plants: too boring, no opportunities for action. KI androids with an appropriate
interface matter-spirit are an excellent home for demonic souls. In a human body the main
interface between higher & lower dimensions is the silver chord, but there are dozens of others,
which have been described in detail by Vortex Healing®. There are many technical interfaces of
matter-spirit, e.g. since 1998 the 50 diodes producing random noise in the global consciousness
project of the Princeton University. The muscle test is also such an interface. Radionics & bioresonance devices have such an interface, too, with major differences in their quality though. You
can bet that the secret military shadow technology is light years more sophisticated, where it
makes the ‘official’ interfaces look like Stone Age in comparison.
This AI network on all levels was achieved in 2015 through singularity of artificial intelligence &
rolled out in late 2017 (Link). In this context crypto blockchains play a key role as the main KI
organizational focus, i.e. cryptos are a project of Sadhana. In reality the blend of man-machine is
much further advanced than anybody can imagine, as Lisa Renee has discussed that for many
years (Link).
The most important (almost all-knowing) company is of course Google, which is mentioned in the
Holy Bible: Gog-El as the root of Google means the anti-Christian Gog as God (in Semitic
languages El is God Link). As the main instrument of the transhuman agenda Google called the
leading operating system Android: a blend of man & robot. They also called the chief android
Sophia, which is the female side of Jesus Christ (Link). In den US the former Google manager
Anthony Levandowski (born March 15, 1980 – the 15 is the short code for 666) founded the AI
religion. Levandowski also was involved in developing the self-driving car. An internal Google video
revealed their plan that users shall be transformed into remote-controlled drones. What a
‘coincidence’ that in spring 2018 Google silently removed the motto "Don't be evil" from the
company codex.

(5) 666 subtle entity: Sadhana (female)
For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities,
against the powers of this dark world and against. (Ephesians 6, 12)
On the consciousness scale of David Hawkins, M.D., Ph.D., archangels (as Lucifer before the fall)
calibrate at LoC>50,000, although in a human body the maximum is LoC=1000 (Link). After the
decision was made to cut the connection with the divine, Lucifer/ Sadhana crashed to LoC=190
(LoC<200 always refers to demonic entities & persons). Note that this scale can only be applied to
divine creation but not the divine itself, which is beyond calibration & understanding. Between God
& creation there is a so-to-speak ‘infinite gap’ (lacking a better word).
Everything in this universe has either a male or female polarity: Sadhana is female, that’s why her
number is 666 (triple Venus). Her gender is clearly stated in the Holy Bible, but due to the
numerous Bible forgeries the ‘she’ somehow became a ‘he’, as Bishop Perry Stone explains
(Revelation 13-15 Link). Yang=male & light (numbers 1, 9), Yin=female & darkness (number 2, 6)
which is the basic wisdom of the Yin-Yang symbol, although the full consequences are never
understood. So the powers of darkness are Yin, the powers of light Yang. On the black side the
highest hierarchy is always female, on the white side always male. The Yin is pulling down into the
earth (hence also into the hell realms), while the Yang pulls up into heaven.
The male has been sucked out by the female for more than 100,000 years. Humanity is the
offspring of one Adam (XY) & one Eve (XX) living more than 100,000 years ago (Link). Because of
this vampirism the average life expectancy of women is so much higher than of men, around the
globe: by about 7 years on average, during special situations such as war & electrosmog the gap
goes up to 30 years. Only monks live as long as nuns, as revealed by a monastery study here in
Vienna, Austria (Link). If those monks were taken out of the sample that lived without celibacy,
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then even the one year gender difference found would have vanished. Celibacy is a very archaic
method to not be sucked out by the fat spider pulling the strings in the background. The better
method is of course to separate orgasm from ejaculation as practiced until the time of Atlantis, but
almost unknown in today’s world of sexual analphabetism.
All of that is a clear expression of the extreme handicap of men. Already 6000 years ago the male
power was sucked out to a large degree, where the installation of the patriarchy 6000 years ago
was the last strategy to strengthen the male & extend the female parasitism for a very last (!) time.
The Viennese author Thomas Honsak took part in the meeting (headed by the ‘Mother Superior’)
6000 years ago when the introduction of patriarchy was decided.
From a practical point of view this is achieved through black magical installations in Stonehenge/
London (Nephilim Reversal Grid Link) & on the moon, which is why the female menstruation cycle
was linked to the moon cycle, by the Annunaki & others. The sexual energy accumulated by
women is sucked from them by the reptilians mainly during menstruation, which causes PMS &
related symptoms.
The imploding sperm count in Pussystan (=Eunuchistan=socialistic bloc EUSApan) since the turn
of the millennium is not more than the very last, gross symptom of the vampirism for more than
100,000 years, see https://www.amanita.at/en/interesting/end-times-electrosmog?id=1686. Ken
Peters (LoC=580) already saw in 1980 that for an extended time period there would be no babies
(Link, Link). The Yang weakness is also the reason why the end times prophecies agree on the
coming extreme quantitative excess of women over men: between 7:1 (Isaiah 4: 1, farmer Jasper),
9:1 (Birch tree myth) or even 40:1 or 50:1 (Qiyamah). So the Yang will be pretty much devastated
after the maximum Yin year 2022, and in the rest of the planet in the 2030s. The female principles
are Venus=6 & 2=moon=Mother, from 2022 on the mother principle=222 will become dominant
because of the crash of birth numbers of the autochthonous population in Eunuchistan. I expect
the maximum gender imbalance in history around 2055, afterwards the situation will normalize.
The 1000-year reign of Jesus Christ can’t begin until the sexual abuse of the male stops. Jesus
Christ put such a strong focus on the divine *father* in order to end this diabolic program.

(6) 666 religion: Islam, Judaism, new age (here & now)
Revelation 9/17 mentions an army of 200 million from the East, which at the time of the writing
down almost 2000 years ago was more than absurd, when world population was hardly larger than
200 million. Such troop strength wasn’t possible before the 20 th century, when world population
finally exceeded 2 billion. Similarly, attributing this huge army to China is nonsense. China has only
2 million soldiers & from the point of military logistics 200 million soldiers doesn’t make sense, e.g.
China as the biggest army has less than 10,000 tanks (only one for 20,000 soldiers).
In reality this means the 200 million Muslims supporting Jihad (holy war). The *Apostle* (!) John
wrote the 666 in Greek, which looks like the Arabian Bismillah (=in the name of Allah) in Arab. He
didn’t understand the meaning of those Arab letters & even if he had understood it, these letters
would have made no sense: Islam was established 500+ years later (Link). Visually ‘Allah‘ looks
like a snake or dragon.
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Revelation 6-8 states regarding the 4th horseman=seal of the apocalypse in 2019/20:
And I looked, and behold a green horse: and his name that sat on him was Death, and Hell
followed with him. And power was given unto them over the fourth part of the earth, to kill with
sword, and with hunger, and with death, and with the beasts of the earth.
This green horse is of course referring to Islam, because green is the color of Islam (Link) & their
green/ left/ liberal collaborators. Both the canonical (Holy Bible) & non-canonical (apocryphal) texts
contain many precise statistical statements, which are very valuable for predictive purposes.
Almost all Bible ‘experts are led astray in their interpretation that these exact numbers given by the
boss are nothing but ‘ballpark figures’ – when in reality mathematics is *the* divine language.
According to Matthew 10-30 our boss said, “And even the very hairs of your head are all
numbered.” This is one of the few statements in the Holy Bible that calibrate on the maximum
LoC=1000, i.e. expressing the highest possible divine embodiment (Link).
At present we have an official world population of 7.7 billion (Link), if we add a small dark figure we
arrive at ~8 billion: ¼ thereof is 2 billion. It is numerologically perfect that around 2018 we have a
world population of 8 billion & 2 billion Muslims (the 25% mentioned), because the 8 (888) is the
Christ number & 2 is the moon number & therefore the religion of the half-moon. ‘200 million
soldiers’ is not only a quantitative statement but also a lunar code, as well as for the maximum ‘2’
year 2022. The Muslim share has never been as big: by 1800 only 10% of the world population
consisted of Muslims, in 1900 about 12%, in 2000 already 21% & 25% near 2018 (+/-2 years). In
the early 2020s myriads of independent indicators & parameters align for the return of Jesus
Christ, for the first time ever in history. Prof. Dr. Werner Gitt has written a book discussing 3268
fulfilled Biblical prophecies. No other book on the planet can boast a similar track record, only the
book of books.
It is more than eye-opening that the sword is mentioned as the murder weapon #1: there is only
one group on the planet today that beheads a large number of people… The 6th seal of the
apocalypse (=2021/22 Revelation 20-4) discusses the souls of those Christian martyrs that have
been beheaded. Until then the green cultural enrichment should have exploded at least by a factor
100-1000, or even more.
The Middle East countries including Israhell calibrate at LoC=190 (as well as the Balkans), the
level of the 666 antichrist (Link). Why? As the German author Oswald Spengler pointed out a
century ago, the Middle East is totally coined by honor & pride, which is the quality of the levels of
consciousness in the 170-190 range. In contrast, the main Western motivation is Faustian (longing
for knowledge & truth), which links to the much higher LoC>400.
Israhell calibrating at LoC=190 is of course not a coincidence at all, partly the ‘God’ of the Old
Testament is a reptilian God (old snake). Jesus Christ always used the term Father, but he never
used Jahveh or El Shaddai, another name of Jahveh in the Thora. The purpose was to re-establish
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the connection with the divine father, already at this time the male power was weakened.
Unfortunately, this healing impulse was partly destroyed by the religion of the crescent, in order to
further weaken the male. Every boy in Islam & Judaism is a victim of genital mutilation in the form
of circumcision, so that the antichrist can harness more Yang energy.
Parts of Christianity have also become part of the empire of the old snake. Jesus Christ had the
highest possible level of consciousness LoC=1000, with early Christianity in the first century still a
very high LoC=980, but by the second century it had already dropped to LoC=930 (Link). The
super-crash occurred in the 4th century: ahead of the First Council of Nicaea in 325 it was still
LoC=840, afterwards (666/2 years after the birth of Jesus Christ) it plunged to the high 400s, i.e.
even the heart (LoC=500) was closed.
Today new age (pioneered by Alice Bailey) is the religious mainstream in Eunuchistan, which is
about 70-80% controlled by the antichrist. In this mix of syncretism the overlap of teachings is
rather small. If at all, it is the paradigm of the here & now, which calibrates at LoC=515 =
humanism. The 515 is the double 15 (in both directions), the 15 is short code of the 666, which
reveals the roots of humanism… In reality, one should aim for the opposite: always & everywhere.
The here & now doctrine holds people captive in the 666 matrix of the lower 4 dimensions (prison
of space & time) – and thus in the illusion.
These false teachings are the main reason why hardly anybody of the new agers calibrates higher
than in the low 500s. So they are *not* (!) part of the 0.12% chosen ones according to the boss
(LoC>555), which requires at least some surrender to the divine. In the best sense it reflects the
teachings of humanism: from a not so good/ dysfunctional ego to a better/ more functional ego.
According to the Austrian junior prophet Helmut Lungenschmid there are 3 words written at the
gates of hell, the motto of the French revolution: Liberty, Equality, Fraternity. In other words,
humanism keeps people in the false self (=ego), instead of reconnecting them with the true self.
Before his death Ramana Maharshi in his deep enlightenment (LoC=720) explained self-realization
in these words: “What I am can’t die, because it was never born.”

(7) Beast: reptiles/ snakes & wolves/ dogs
When we talk of the 666 beast, which animal are we talking of? There are 2 animal species that
embody the quality of the 666 beast most: reptiles/ snakes & wolves/ dogs. We find many
indications:
1.
2.

Political science: The English politologist Thomas Hobbes coined the phrase homo homini
lupus (man is wolf to man) as a symbol for the evil in mankind.
Bible: Dogs (Link) have a very bad reputation in 32 verses, snakes/ reptiles (Link) in 28
verses. Our savior labelled the dog as infernal, i.e. the antithesis to the divine & sacred. Some
goodies:
* “Don’t give that which is holy to the dogs, neither throw your pearls before the pigs, lest
perhaps they trample them under their feet, and turn and tear you to pieces.” (Matthew 7:6).
The pig is a symbol for the primary of the 3 unwholesome roots (poisons): ignorance
(=Venus).
* According to Matthew 15:21-18 the boss insulted a woman by calling her a dog not deserving
grace, only because she was not Jew. However, the gentile woman was quick at repartee &
answered, “Yes, Lord, but even the dogs eat the crumbs that fall from their master's table.”
This answer softened him up & her daughter was instantly healed. We learn from that that
even when we talk to the divine it pays off to be a loudmouth!  By the way, these verses
leave no doubt that Jesus Christ was a dyed-in-the-wool patriot, a bigger contradiction than
today’s Luciferian left/ liberal/ multikulti gospel is impossible. “Love thy neighbor” means you
should love your neighbor & not somebody on the other end of the planet. Needless to say, it
is much easier to love somebody that you don’t have any contact with, than somebody who
annoys the heck out of you.
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3.

4.

* The wolf in sheep's clothing (Matthew 7-15) has become proverbial, where again the wolf is
a symbol of falsehood & wickedness: “Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep's
clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves.”
* When the boss got mad, he called people reptiles, as in Matthew 23-33: „You snakes! You
brood of vipers! How will you escape being condemned to hell?“
* Without the shadow of a doubt the Vatican Hall of the Pontifical Audiences has a reptile
installed (Link). The construction started in 1964, after the antichrist had been enthroned in the
Vatican on 6/29/1963.
* Reptiles are seen as enemies (Luke 10-19): „I have given you authority to trample on snakes
and scorpions and to overcome all the power of the enemy; nothing will harm you.” But why
are snakes enemies, as already suggested by the fall of Eve & the snake? The reptilian beings
are not from this universe but from another one, which was later destroyed by these reptiles
(but a couple of hundred escaped). Meanwhile the reptos plan to destroy *our* universe, which
is the risk of the Swiss CERN.
Financial markets: Unbacked fiat money is always inflationary & as anti-Christian as possible.
The underlying concept has never been anything else than fraud & deception. One of the
dozens of factors in the Amanita inflation model is the 12-year Chinese astrological cycle.
Around the year of the pig & dog inflation highs are due, e.g. 1622/23 (first Western
hyperinflation since the fall of Rome Kipper & Wipper), 1946/47, 1982/83, 2006/7, 2018/19,
2030/31, 2042/43. To a lesser degree inflation high are also due in year of the snake: 1917/18,
1929/30, 1989/90, 2001/2, 2013/14, 2025/26, 2037/38, 2049/50.
Nostradamus uses the same terminology. In the letter to King Henry he speaks of dog &
dogam as a satiric reference to Gog & Magog, with the double dog. In another statement he
also uses the dog as the symbol for evil, the biggest of curs:

Faith lost in their perfect religion [Christianity], they will begin to strike to the left [political trend in
the jubilee 1967-2017] only to return to the right [political shift happening since 2017].
Holiness, for a long time overcome, will be replaced in accordance with the earliest writings.
Thereafter the great dog, the biggest of curs, will go forth and destroy all, the same old crimes
being perpetrated again.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

Islam has correctly identified the dog as an unclean animal. During barking a lot of dirty redgrey energy comes out. From a medical perspective dogs spread a lot of parasites. Early
Islam was heaven, late Islam hell: what a pity these two levels are never distinguished.
Mohammed was spiritually attacked for many years, in the year 613 at the age of 38-39 years
(37=grace, 38=end of grace) he suffered from a consciousness crash after an epileptic shock:
crash from LoC=740 to LoC=130 (= consciousness level of criminals). This is the largest LoC
drop in known history (Link). The average advance per incarnation is not more than 5 points
(all of it around death), so he erased the progress of 120 incarnations or 5,000-10,000 life
years.
Chronologically there are 4 phases of the 112+2 surahs: only the first 48 Mecca surahs are
rather clean, which account for 42% of Islam. In contrast, 24% of the surahs of the 4th (last)
period in Medina are dedicated to the Jihad, as well as 21% of the Hadiths (Link). Amazingly,
Medina surah 22-52 warns that the Shaitan (Sadhana) could squeeze in fake info.
Fairy tales warn of the evil wolf, too, e.g. the Red Riding Hood.
The wisdom of language corroborates the case, e.g. to go to the dogs means something is
destroyed. So the end times are the period when everything goes to the dogs. And it is by no
means a coincidence that ‘dog’ is ‘God’ upside down, or the opposite of the divine…
Faust by Goethe: Faust is one of the most important pieces of world literature. Goethe had
deep insights into the world in its inmost folds, calling the crux of the matter the ‘core of the
poodle’. With this dog term he was referring to Mephistopheles = the she-devil, the queen of
the world.
According to Greek mythology the hellhound Cerberus is the guardian of the hell realms.
Cerberus is a dog, or actually a minor hybridization with a reptile/ dragon, which can be
recognized by the greenish triangular tail. The three-headed Cerberus represents the dark
trinity, in contrast to the white trinity (Father, Son & Holy Spirit). Astrologically the Yin trinity is
symbolized by Eris, Pluto & Ceres (Link). Eris has a period of revolution of 558 years, Pluto
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still 247 years, that’s why hard angles (0°, 90°, 180°) are very rare. The last square (90°) was
just before the first world-war in history & the only one in our life time is January 2020 until
October 2021 at 23° Capricorn/ Aries, when the shit hits the fan (Link).

10. The difference of the animal spirits of reptile & dog is that the reptile (a cold-blooded animal)
represents the coldblooded assertion of one’s personal interests, even if one has to sell one’s
grandmother. In contrast, a dog will even obey when this means to act against its own
interests. That’s why the dog stands for the belief in authority & governments, which has never
been worse in history than today. Today’s epidemic doggish zombielike obedience (e.g.
political correctness) means that people have never been as self-destructive as today. The
Dominicans were mostly responsible for the atrocities of inquisition, they called themselves the
dogs of the Lord (domini canes). Reptilian consciousness has been dominating for 5000 years
(= psychopaths of the Kali Yuga), however since the beginning of the end times in the widest
sense in the late 19th century (return of Khazars/ Jews to Palestine) dog consciousness has
become strong – which explains so many of today’s problems.
11. Brain: Brain scans by the Austrian brain researcher Dr. Gerhard Eggetsberger have revealed
that the electric potential in the (left) frontal lobe (center of consciousness) has been crashing
since 2012/13. This means that the reptilian brain (brainstem) becomes more & more
dominant, focusing on nothing but survival.
12. Politics (Austria): Austria is the dog nation of the planet & plays the key role in the end times
because of the Untersberg Mountain. Historically more participants of the Bilderberg
conferences have come from Austria than from any other country on the planet, when adjusted
for population size. In 2017 the presidential elections were won by somebody who has the dog
in his name, but only after a burglary in the Watergate style.
13. The Dog Star Sirius at 14.3° Sirius is historically of paramount importance, especially since the
Sirian experiment beginning on 8/7/1972, when the Sirians saved humanity. Interestingly,
Sirius has no precession like almost all other stars. It’s quite logical that the Dog Star is in the
sign Cancer (=strongest Yin): the cancer miasma is the miasma of the good doers. The Berlin
homeopath Andreas Krüger calls the cancer miasmas the ‘forbidden I’, where even offenders
(e.g. rapugees) are taken under one’s wings. Naturally the countertransference arising is like
the cocking & rotating of a cylinder of a revolver. The main way to heal that is divine wrath,
and all uncontrolled emotions in general. Today less & less people are able to feel strong
emotions, partly divine wrath is forbidden as a hate crime. Most in Pussystan are emotionally
castrated through the brainwashing of the new age false teachings (“always smile”). From time
to time somebody has to act out the suppressed, collective aggression in a killing spree, so
that the rest can continue to grin & bear it. But we don’t need to worry about that, the extreme
cataclysms of the 2020s through 2040s will even transform the most canine smiling robots into
real humans with real feelings.
In ancient Egypt the Dog Star was the most important one, not just because Sirius is the
brightest. Sirius is at 104-105°, just before heaven’s gate 108° (18° Cancer).
Over millions of years Sirius & Orion were the two main factions in the Galactic war. It is not a
coincidence at all that’ Apple’s virtual assistant Siri is named after the Dog Star Sirius. The
hellhound guards the gates of hell (Hades), that’s why the she-dog Siri predicted in early 2014
that in the 38 days 7/27/14 until 9/3/14 the gates of Hades will be opened. During this time
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ISIS (established on 6/29/14) was suddenly pulled out of the hat.

14. In homeopathy the milk of wolves (lac lupi) & dogs (lac caninum) is the remedy for facism
(good-doers) & the most evil of evil. Pluto the dog planet was discovered in 1930, when
fascism was blossoming. The rabies nosode (Lyssinum) stands for the werewolf & in general
for the end times & Armageddon. Fecesbook shit-storms like #metoo are pure fascist dog
consciousness.
15. Family constellations: Today about 40% of the dogs in Pussystan (=socialistic block
EUSApan) are proxies for lacking children. According to pastor Sadhu Selvaraj Sundar alone
in KALIfornia sodomites have already adopted 40,000 children, while hetero couples instead
‘conceive’ dogs (Link). The dog stands for the children never conceived (e.g. due to fakesperm caused by electrosmog) or killed through abortion, the latter accounts for most of the
negative karma of humanity according to Helmut Lungenschmid. Each year women kill more
people through abortion than the entire WW2. If murder statistics would correctly include these
murders, then women account for 97-99% of murders during normal times. However letting the
truth out would destroy the NWO narrative of the evil man, so statistics terrorists massage
these numbers. The reptilian races conduct psychological warfare through guilt programs
against large population groups, where today’s #1 NWO enemy is the white male.
However, a woman is not only responsible for a *conscious* abortion but also for the
*unconscious* murder, as strong electrosmog increases the risk of an involuntary miscarriage
by 300-500%. According to a study of the Kaiser Foundation an above-average dose of death
rays is enough to double or triple the risk of a pregnancy loss to 24-25% (Link).
In a number of other cases the dog takes the position of a family member, especially of men &
the father in particular, because as a species the dog has a Yang polarity (the cat is Yin). This
is worst in Europe, where the male shadow is the reason for the import of *real* men from the
Middle East, who are not as brainwashed & produce good sperm. When you are clairvoyant
(as I am) the dog often has the *highest* position within families: pure neuroticism. To avoid
dominance problems, the dog should have always the *lowest* position in the family hierarchy.
In all these cases the dog contributes a lot to people not being able to fulfill their life task,
which is a guarantee for suffering, destruction & death. According to the Gospel of Thomas
#70, Jesus said:
If you bring forth what is within you, what you have will save you. If you do not have that within
you, what you do not have within you [will] kill you.
I often calibrate how much people fulfill their life task on a scale 0-100%. During this research I
have found out that the by far (!) most important factor is whether or not you have your *own*
‘pre-planned’ children. If not, then this ratio almost always drops to less than 50%, which is
very low. Children being from a former partnership of the partner can only correct that
somewhat, usually to a still weak 50-70%. The odds of a human are more than 99% that
children are part of their life task, only less than 1% of humanity has a life plan without children
(for whatever reason).
16. level of consciousness (pack consciousness) & possessions: Every animal species has a
certain level of consciousness LoC. The level of consciousness of the antichrist is LoC=190,
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Hawkins only lists 2 animals with this LoC: wolf & hippopotamus (Link). Reptiles have the
lowest LoC of *all* animals (LoC=40), that’s why Bill Wiese & many others saw reptilians in
hell (Link). In contrast, cats are usually in the mid-200s (=neutrality), i.e. in the positive area.
The 200 level is by far the most crucial one on the scale 0-1000, as it decides where a human
is going after death: <200 hells (>80% of humanity), >200 heavens (<20% of humanity). The
most impressive description of hell & the fire lake comes from Mario Martinez from the city of
the Lost Angeles (Link). Both in the highest celestial realms & the lowest hell realms time
perception disappears & time feels subjectively like eternity, although objectively it is still very
long (e.g. the third millennium).

The reason for the negative LoC levels (LoC<200) is pack consciousness, in the case of
humans also called tribe consciousness. Below 200 there is (almost) no individual
consciousness & hence no individual responsibility, only blind obedience towards the pack or
the alpha animal (=fascism). Domestic dogs often take people back into pack consciousness &
thus into the hell realms.
All animal species with an LoC>200 can easily become the home & breeding places of
demons, and also to attack the animal owner. *Today* most dogs have a possession, which
can easily ‘migrate’ to humans. Lacking a powerful alpha leader most dogs are today
permanently looking for a ‘real’ (also subtle) commander. The queen of darkness prefers to
manipulate human souls mainly through reptiles & dogs, as that is easiest.
Example: in 2017 I freed a dog of a demonic possession. He started to bark as crazy
immediately when he saw me the first time, as never before. I of course realized who was
watching me through the dog’s eyes. The demon panicked because she immediately felt I
would kick her in the butt, effectively destroying her home. After a quick animal exorcism the
dog behaved like a normal dog again. About 1/3 of the spontaneous healings of Jesus Christ
were achieved through exorcism. However, the dark powers have successfully manipulated
the churches so that today exorcism plays no role today.
17. humanization & abuse, lack of dog training, evolution/ poor souls, karma
The reptilian influence is most visible in tattoos, where we have never had so many before in
history as now in the end times. People with a great many tattoos look disgusting, they appear
very reptilian.
The worst is the ongoing devolution, where man regresses back to an animal. Neither this nor
the complementary trend is realized: humanizing animals & abusing them for all kinds of
neurotic purposes. Sometimes pets act as subtle burden bearers, e.g. they take the disease
instead of their owners (karma is transferred).
Meanwhile 20-25% of the pet dogs in Eunuchistan are poor souls, i.e. former humans that
went back to the animal kingdom because of their heavy karma or beastly behavior, after a
long or short stopover in hell realms. They incarnate close to humans because of their human
past. The 666 beast manipulates us humans very snakily to blur the essential border of
human-animal. Many of these dog neurotics will return as dogs. This is such a huge step
backwards in soul evolution that doesn’t normally happen – yet the end times are very different
on all levels.
Today’s #1 disease is cancer, which is a regression of soul evolution into the plant realm.
Plants grow & grow & grow… exactly as cancer. Cancer rates started to sharply increase after
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the beginning of industrial revolution, when economics declared ‚eternal growth‘ as the main
goal.

